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◆ Detailed Story Story of the world between
the Gods and the Elves, the existence of the
flesh. A world where the Gods once lived
and ruled humans and elves, also known as
Elves. They opened the gate to the world
between in order to create humans, but the
evil gods did not stop with humans. They
created monsters, and the race of men were
born. Deus, a ruler of the gods, was arrogant
and overly optimistic with regard to humans
and elves. ■ Elves Declare Independence
and Rebellion · In order to liberate the elves
and humans in the world between, the elves
led by the queen, Lyre, rebel and form an
alliance with humans to overthrow Deus. ·
Elves & Humans Use Chaos to Grow and
Fight for Their Freedom · Lyre and Deus go
to war to decide the destiny of the elves. ·
Deities Collide and a Great Disaster Befalls
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the World Between In order to save the
universe in the world between, the Gods of
Life decide to end the Eternal War. Gods and
Elves Together Break Free From the Cycle of
Sin and Sorrow · The gods and elves
together break free from the cycle of sin and
sorrow. The world of the Gods and Elves
between enters an era of peace and
harmony. ◆ Adventure Opens the Door of
New World A new world of adventures
opened for adventurers to explore. ◆
Unexpected Quality of a Fantasy RPG An
unexpected feeling of freshness in the story
is the core concept of the game, and its
background and characters are vivid. ◆
Clear Graphic Exquisite Beauty Featuring
amazing graphics with a great sense of
depth and beauty, the game's visual design
guarantees an exquisite quality. ◆ Stylish
and Sophisticated Gameplay in the game is
harmonized with a stylish and sophisticated
setting, a world of elves and gods. ◆ Smooth
and Dynamic An established rhythm and
smooth control are made possible by using a
highly specialized game engine and a highdefinition graphic engine. ◆ Thorough yet
Economical The game content, equipment,
weapons, and magic do not cost any money,
which allow players to take on quests and
battles with ease. ◆ Systems System:
Branching Story Story is seamlessly
connected by the system "story branching".
On the path from the beginning to the final
decision, there are many ways to solve
various issues
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Features Key:
A vast open world Each character has a unique story and background
New Journey System A multifaceted story and a quest system which
intertwine with each other
New Cutscene System An engrossing story full of vivid action
Battle System for Real Time Strategy Underground battles
in a large battle maps with a variety of challenges
Combat Mechanics for Co-op and Multiplayer A battle
system which reflects the character power and the right
timing in a battle.
Unique Multiplayer System Online Multiplayer
battles with the UnrealTM Engine
In-Depth Strategies for Survival Visually stunning
battle scenes with a variety of weapons
A Variety of Female Characters A range of female
characters with different skills and ambitions
A vast open world
Explore through vast landscapes and dungeons
A host of monsters
Battle system for RTS - Underground battle
of co-op and online
Explore the enormous campaign
New story, cutscenes, and
occasional cutscenes that
can only be experienced in
the campaign
Utilize over 30 Field abilities,
30 Megas and 360+ magic
A variety of characters, each with a
set of strengths and weaknesses
Craft styles and "qoute"
equipment
A wide range of
weapon and armor
pieces
A powerful RPG lifestyle system with
abilities and special "fruits"
Health, play range and stats
per character
Equip and evolve
weapons
Gear crafting
system - Craft
new
equipment or
customize old
gear with
materials.
Man-Girl duels
- Connecting
the characters
with your own
storyline.
Express your
soul in
combat
Quest system - A
massive quest to
further develop your
character in a familiar
and linear way.
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